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Hundreds attend rally
Students debate fee increase pros and cons
by Lance Turner
ASSISTANT NEWS ~DITOR

'

The Student Organization Against
Paying (SOAP) rally drew student and
Student Government attention on
Tuesday with a crowd that swelled to
more than 250 at the peak of the antifee-increase demonstrations.
The U CF athletic fee committee first
voted to increase the athletic fee to
$6.15 per credit hour. On January 12,
after a "change of heart", President
Trevor Colboum cut the fee proposal to
$5.50.
SOAP was formed by UCF students
as a vehicle to voice their opposition to
the increase.
SOAP organizer Holly NcNair took
the stage on the Health and Physics
Green at 12:15, saying "the $5.50 decision was made to soon" and the administration has ~orced it on the shoulders
of the students."
Through her megaphone she
shouted SOAP's intentions to the
small but vocal crowd. She said SOAP's

rally was not meant as a confrontational forum to address the groups, or
the student's opinions. Instead, it was
meant to inform the student body, to
draw support by informing those students, and to show student opposition
to the athletic fee increase by the signing of the group's petition.
The crowd pulled in toward the stage
and appeared to be lassoing in a number of passing students.
T h e
anti-increase sentiment was strong
among the students, but part of the
crowd did maintain their support for an
increase. This conflict fueled continuing pockets of debate.
Student Body President Denver
Stutler, who had been in the crowd
since the rally's inception, unexpectedly took the stage. He encountered
immedjate criticism.
"You don't give a g-damn about
what the students think" was shouted
out by a member of the crowd.
"I don't want to hear any crap that I
SEE RALLY PAGE 5
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Students were anxious to stand in this line to sign the petition against the proposed athletic fee. All total, over 1,200 names were gathered by SOAP.

Legislation would tie aid
to .military, civil service
by Andre Marrou
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The National Service Act, a
bill introduced Jan. 6th by
Representative
Dave
McCurdy (D-Okla.) and Senator Sam Nunn (D-Ga.) would
force students to serve in civilian work or the military in
order to get financial aid.
Florida Senator Bob Graham, in reaction to the bill,
said, "I have been generally
supportive of the concept of
national service. Although I
have not become a co-sponsor
of the legislation, the idea is
interesting." According to
Lynn Grigsby, press secretary
for McCurdy, the measure
calls for an elimination of financial aid unless students
fulfill either two years of military service or one or two years
in a civilian service job.
Students who served in the
military would receive a
$24,000 voucher for college,
vocational training or a down
payment on a house. Those in
civilian service jobs would receive $10,000 for one year or
$20,000 for two years of service.
"By placing the duties of
citizenship at the forefront of
the national service debate,
our young people will get more

SPORTS
•
With the debt practically paid off, the athletic
program looks to expand.
Also, Steve Rabb and Paul
Owers tell why they think
the athletic fee is a good
- idea.

OPINION
•
Students support, the
athletic fee rally and statistics are the words that will
appear most in this week's
Opinion section. For these
and other related words,
turn to page 8.

than just an academic experience or help in establishing
their households," McCurdy
said. "This bill will restore a
sense of national pride and
citizenship to Americans. Involvement is the key to a well
functioning democracy and
the factor that has for so long
led our nation into greatness."
The civilian service option
includes work in hospitals,
nursing homes, library or recreational services, conservation, restoration and maintenance of natural resources and
environmental quality efforts.
For any service job undertaken, a subsistence wage of
$100 a week would be paid.
Grigsby said that a person's
volunteer civic service work
may be waived if there are
compelling personal circumstances. Such circumstances
would include mental or physical handicaps or dire financial
resources.
Local Congressman Bill
McCollum (R-5th district,
Fla.) "is very supportive of the
idea of finding ways to help
people gain post secondary
education," according to his
Press Secretary, David Eisner.
When voting on the issue,
Eisner said that McCollum,
SEE NO AID PAGE 4
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In fact, wf!~e more than happy to share the recipe

with anyone who wants to try their band at brewing the
King of Beer~
Frrst, you'll need the famous Budweiser in~nts.
And since your shopping trip will take you around the
world, we suggest you charter a plane.
You'll need malt from the choicest two-row and
six-row barley fields in North A!nerica.
You'll need select hops like the Hallertau from
Germany, the Saaz from Czechoslovakia, the Cascade
from Washington State and the Williamette from the
Oregon Valley:
Your search for the right combination of rice will
take you to California, Texas, Mississippi and Louisiana.

Your brMer's yeast must come from a carefully
protected, pure strain found only in St Louis.
Of course, you'll need some genuine Beechwood.
For that you'll have to trek deep into the Arkansas forest.
But you'll save time looking for additives and preservatives, because we don't use either
Once you've got your ingredients together all you'll
need to do is build a sophisticated state-of-the-art
brew house, a beechwoOd agil:Ig cellar and
a bottling facili!y. Throw in a feW
• ' -\.~®~
brewmasters who've spent
.
their entire lives in guest
of quality. And in aoout
Aft
100 years, ou'll be breNing
~~
.
Bud .with the best of 'em. '

1e...

-yjU"..

1-\$ ~~
~
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WAYNE DENSCH, INC.

·..

. 851-7100

.

UCF REP ERIC ERICSON • 425· 7005
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Amnesty International USA director to speak at UCF
by Lance Turner
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

•

•

3

Amnesty lnternational's Executive
Director, John G. "Jack" Healey, will
speak on human rights at 8 p.m. Jan .
30 in the Student Activity Center.
Less than a week after the execution
of serial killer Ted Bundy, Healey is in
Orlando as part of "I Set Before You
Life and Death ... Choose Life," a statewide death penalty conferenceHealey's
views on capital punishment, as well
as his speech's human rights theme,
are expected to electrify the UCF
crowd.
Student Center Director Vic Collazo
says this type of controversial speaker
is just what the Program and Activities
Council, which is sponsoring the
speech, is looking for.
The Healey speech is part of a continuing effort by PAC to bring socially
provocative groups to speak on campus.

•CARIBBEAN SPEAKER

Dr. Anthony Maingot, editor of Hemisphere, a magazine
of Latin American and Caribbean Affairs: will give a public
lecture Feb. 1.
The presentation will begin
at 7:30 in UCFs music rehearsal hall.
The program is presented
by UCFs Office of International Studies as a means to
initiate dialogue as an important issue among students,
faculty and members of the
community.

crimes or offenses committed.
"He [Healey] has spent much of his
'' We want a world
life working to make human conditions
without torture,
better for the people of the world," says
without killing."
Nanda Rogers, group coordinator of
local Amnesty International Chapter
- John Healey 411.
"I think all people, not just Amnesty
executive director
Amnesty Intl. USA members, should hear what he has to
say about a world we frequently don't
This quote comes out of consider."
Healey has been instrumental in
an article in Time dated
bringing Amnesty's message ~o the
October 17, 1988.
public by spotlighting the group's efforts with the "Human Rights Now!"
letter writing campaigns.
and "Conspiracy of Hope" rock and roll
Appeals are sent to government tours that have emerged in recent
leaders and to those responsible for un- years.
Amnesty International's 700,000 just imprisonment, torture and execuPrior to Amnesty International,
members work to gain the release of tion of "prisoners of conscience".
Healy was director of the Peace Corps
political prisoners and end human
These "prisoners of conscience" in Lesotho, Africa.
rights abuses around the world.
must not be responsible for any acts of
He has also served as Director for
To accomplish their goal of defend- violence.
both the Center of Community Change
ing human rights on a case-by-case
Amnesty also appeals for an end to as well as the American Freedom from
basis, local Amnesty groups hold many capital punishment, regardless of Hunger Foundation.

Representatives of
Greenpeace spoke at UCF
last-year and drew a crowd
of 300 students.
"Part of our [PAC's]
responsibility," says Callazo~" is to expose students
to varying sides of the issues."
The death penalty is
just one of many such issues Healy will explore.
Healy's main purpose
Monday night will be
"raising consciousness"
and "building moral outrage" about
world-wide human rights violations.

Maingot, a sociology professor at Florida International
University, will discuss the
social, economic, political and
racial realities of the Caribbean nations.
"The geographic proximity
of the Caribbean nations
makes it necessary for the
UCFcommunityto explore the
possibility of establishing faculty and student exchange
programs with public and private institutions of that area,"
said Dr. Anthony Cervone,
UCF coordinator of Interna-

tional Studies.
• ON, WISCONSON

The University of Wisconsin awarded almost 4,000 diplomas in May 1988, and all of
them had the state's name
misspelled.
Apparently, no one noticed
until late November, when a
student showed UW assistant
registrar Rosa Johnson that,
in the lower right-hand comer
of the diplomas, the state was
listed as "Wisconson."
Johnson said she would ask

Josten's, the company that
produced the diplomas, to
print new ones for free.
• CODE SEMINAR

The topic of code enforcement in local government will
be examined at a seminar on
Jan. 27 at the UCF Winter
Park Center.
The seminar, presented by
the UCF Institute of Government, will review the various
aspects of code enforcement.
Maureen S. Sikora, an assistant attorney for Brevard

PETITIONS AVAIIABLE
Jan 17-30, AT 9:00arn front11
· the Executive Secretary 10·
the Student Government
Offices.
I

•.

•

•

•

DECIARATION OF CANDIDACY
Jan 30 through Feb 2,
9:00am to 5:00pm
ACTIVE CAMPAIGNING
Begins Feb 6, at 6:00pm
C•kbrating 20 Year3 of Seroice
1968-88

'.

County, will preside over the
seminar.
Contact Phyllis Allison at
(407)645-0310 for further information .
• CORRECT FEE

The fee schedule quoted for
the day care services of the
Creative School for Children
in the Jan. 19 issue of The
Central Florida Future was
incorrect.
The correct fee
schedule for the school is $32
for two days a week and $53 for
five days a week.
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Minorities claim discrimination
by Amy Christy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In UCFs 25 years, many of

its problems have been resolved. According to minority
group leaders, however, one
long-standing problem still
remains: discrimination.
Minority Student Services
helps minority students with
scholarships and advisement ,
but there is still a gap when it
comes to funding minority
campus organizations.
Joey Vazquez, president .of
the Hispanic-American Student Association (HASA), believes discrimination exists at
UCF; not in students or professors, but in Student G<>vern men t funding. When
HASA plans events, Vazquez
says, "We have a lack of support from Student Government, particularly in funds;
therefore, we must cut activities."

Vazquez said that during
National Hispanic Awareness
Week, poor funding from SG
forced reductions in activities.
SG Comptroller Dash Wendrzyk said HASA has not requested funding through the
Student Senate this year.
Wendrzyk also said that, last
year, HASA requested funding
through PAC rather than
through the Senate.
HASA also · requested an
office space in the Student
Center where other organizations had been given spaces.
"It was hard to get,"
Vazquez said. After meetings
with several committees, however, HASA got their own
space.
Black Student Union (BSU)
officials also believe financial
discrimination exists at UCF.
According to Nathan
Brooken, vice-president of
BSU, his organization also has
difficulty receiving equal

treatment from SG.
Brooken feels BSU's events
are not well publicized and, as
a result, are poorly attended.
As an example, Brooken cited
the recent activities sponsored
by BSU in honor of Martin
Luther King Jr. According to
Brooken, SGfailed to take an
active interest in the event.
Brooken said he understands SG must divide their
funds equally, but, as he remarked, "When they allocate
this money, they should consider the responsibility that a
particular organization carries."
"Everybody is trying to use
these resources for the same
purpose- to get ahead,"
Brooken continued. "When
one group can't get to the resources, it defeats their purpose." According to student
senator David Mann, BSU
receives $12,000 a year from
the activities and service fee.

J.A. Chamberlain, Inc.PERSONAL COMPUTERS
100% IBM® Compatible

Complete
PCXT® Turbo
Systems from

-

1 year limited
warranty

In Lake Mary Call 323•4838
Outside Lake Mary Call
1•800•262•2929

-----------------Service Special
1 Hour Free Labor On All IBM®

Compatibles

Expires 12/31/88
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"will look for the effectiveness
of more young people being
able to go to college and the
success of the bill in terms of
taxpayers' money."
Senator Nunn said that by
introducing the legislation, he
and McCurdy "hope to revive
the American tradition of civic
obligation and activism."
The program would be
phased in under a five-year
transition period.
"This voluntary national
service will create new opportunities for citizens to serve
their country and each other,"
he said. ·
If the legislation passes, the
current eligibility requirements would still apply to
Guaranteed Student Loans
(G.S.L.'s) if students decide
not to take up either of the
service obligations.
Julie Abbot, legislative director for Nunn's office, said
his proposal would place
greater emphasis on grants
over loans. Instead ofreceiving
a one time voucher, students
could divide their grant money
into four separate vouchers to
accomodate each year of
school. Either type of service
can be taken up concurrently
with college work or after students receive their degree.
"There'll be all kinds of options
for every student," Abbot said.
The bill should be voted on
by early next year and, if
passed, be initiated for the
academic year, 1990-91.

JOIN THE
GREAT
AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT ·

•

This

Spring Break,
go Greyhound®
instead.
For just $49 each way
you and your friends can
· afford to pile on Greyhourid.
Whether it's the beach, the
slopes or your hometown,
going Greyhound won't
cramp your style.

:t9@

each way based on round-trip purchase.

· ~GOGREYHOUND
~Analeave the driving to us~

300 W. Amelia St.• 843-7720

+

AMERICAN

CANCER

'SOCIETY

9

Must present valid college 1.0. card upon tJUrchase. No other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good only for travel on Greyhound
and other participating carriers. Offer limited . Spring Break fare available 2/15/89 through 5/15/89 and is subject to change without n.otice.
Greyhound also offers low Money Saver fares. Some restrictions apply. © 1989 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
(I
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MANAGEMENr TIµINEE 1

HABITAT

tion project on the UCF campus is the proposed Art Complex (an 11 acre site at the
intersection of University and
Stout agreed, saying that the Gemini).
l;>irds, which now reside near
."We will instruct the archiUCF property, would be tects to save trees where posthreatened by the develop- sible," Newman said, "[It]
ment of the road leading to the makes a nice buffer between
field house. The scrub jays are Gemini and the building.
listed on the federal
[A buffer] cuts sound, has an
government's endangered spe- aesthetic quality, and makes
cies list as 'threatened.'
the space more human."
Newman made a point of statEven with these assur.ing that nothing was planned ances, environmentalists still
to be built on the wetlands, may fight the projects using
such as Lake Clair.
such tactics as petitioning to
In order to preserve the gather alumni and student
water balance [the ratio of dry support or approaching the
areas to wetlands] a series of Board of Regents and having
natural retention ponds will be them recognize the land as a
implaced. This will also help preserve.
solve any runoff problem.
This action would make
Another planned construe- conservation legally enforce-

-

FROM PAGE 1

ENTRY LEVEL

This De(;ember or Recent·Graduates
Put Your.New College -Degree To Work
Bright, agressive individual required for development & expansion of major national corporation, ex·
panding in Cen~al Florida. :~
Management trainees begin ~t $1200I mo. + 91' with
lstyear income of$17,000, minimum. Advancement to
management based on performance and merit, annual
earnings.growing .to $25,000 to $50,000/year . .Recent
degree prclerr~d. For interview, contact Tom fyf ckenna
at (407) 843-5411 or send resume to:

Enterprise Co.
35 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando~ FL 32801.

•

·············~···············~···

PART TIME, MANAGEMEN:T INTERN
We offer:

• 20-35 hours per week
• Flexible scheduling
• .11 area locations .
• Training program
.
• Competitive compem;~,tion
If you will be graduati~gin the next 18 months and are
inrerested in part time work to gain management experience, contact
Tom Mckenna
at (407) 843-5411.
.
.

r - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - · - - -

Get ~oiling ·. •
And Save!

•

M

Cigarette Papers

Easy rolling, thin
and slow burning ROLL WITH THE BESfl™
--------------------------/or full-flavored
I
~
I ase
llAHUfAClUAEA'• COUPON '

tobacco taste.

•no•EHI. ,_

Beat high
cigarette
prices ...
Roll your
own!
C120

, Republic Tol>Kco 1111 ·

L--------------------------

RALLY
FROM PAGE 1

don't listen to students," Stutler said, in an effort to regain
the crowd's attention. He proceeded to describe the process
the athletic fee increase had
gone through.
He said the process started
in October and that much of
his position was formulated at
an Oct. 28 Athletic Fee
Committee meeting addressing the proposed increase.
Stutler said that no considerable opposition to the increase was shown at the
committee meeting.
The minutes of the Athletic
Fee Committee show · that two
students opposing and two
students in favor of the increase formally addressed the
committee.
Stutler was unclear as to
the exact details of the
committee proceedings.
Student Gordon Levick
shouted from the crowd "this is
mainly
a commuter
college ... people don't want to
recognize this school for what
it is."
After Illany students had
voiced their opinion, Stutler
was asked to tell the students
specifically what he intended
to say to the Board of Regents
on Friday.
"The proposal that I have,"
Stutler said,"is keeping the
main campus at $5.50 and the
area campuses at $4.50; keeping the appeals process, currently available, in place, and
capping the calculation of the
athletic fee at 12 hours or $66
for the main campus students.

able.
In 1982, about 100 acres of
land behind the engineering
building was established by
the administration as a N atural Preserve System and set
aside for research and education. This agreement is not
legally enforceable, however.
While Bar d admits that
Jerry Osterhaus, Director of
Facilities Planning, has some
good ideas, she says ''by their
actions,[the administration]
appears to be bacJcing out of
their 1982 commitment to
keep some of these lands for
teaching and research."
Preserves are not a new idea
for universities. Bard said,
"Many of the bigger
universities ... combine their
teaching and their growth
with these preserves."

The BORis expected to vote on
the athletic fee increase at
Friday's meeting at Florida
Atlantic University.
Stutler's address to the
committee and SOAP's 1200signature petition will be presented to BOR chair Joan Ruffler and the other regents.
After the rally , SOAP organizer Janet Brooks said
"Our success will be the
committee deciding to rethink
the increase."
Stutler said the effectiveness of the group is what led
him to propose the $66 dollar
cap.
McNair emphasized that
the rally was in opposition to
the fee increase,not anti-football or anti-athletics. As the
rally quieted, many students
stayed to debate the issue.
Dean Runzel, an Engineering graduate student, said to
one group, "When McDowell
jumps to I-AA, he is going to
have three consecutive losing
years and that's why he wants ·
the increase all at once."
"I believe it [the increase]
will pay off in the long run,"
Physical Education major
Alex Cantillo said. "The football team is moving up, the
school is growing and this will
continue the trend."
Karen Wedner, masters
psychology student, said,
"There is not a sport in the
athletic program that is up to
full scholarship. This will
bring all sports to full scholarship."
Referring to the petition,
Sam Coniglio, Senior, Arts and
Sciences, said, "Sign it. It's
good, unless you want to pay
more money."

THIS MAN WANTS YOU !
FUN IN THE SUN !

SlJN TAN PRODUCTS

Work poolside at some of Florida's finest resort
hotels implementing activities programs and
representingPanama Jack tanning products. We're
looking for energetic & outgoing people that
enjoy working in the sun! For further info, call
days: 345-8944;evenings 849-7841. Leave
name and number. Positions available year-round.

You won'tnotice any difference,
butyour country will.
The five minutes you spend registering with Selective Service
at the post office won't change you. But it will make a difference
to your country. So when you turn 18, register with Selective
Service. It'squick. It's easy. And it's the/aw.
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7684 UNIVERSITY BLVD. (NEXT TO GOODINGS)

SPORTS PUB
3853 E. Colonial Dr. located at the corner of
Herndon & Colonial
(across form the AMC Fashion Village 8 theaters)

898-7972
Hours 11-2 am

!•~1•!

•••••••••••••••••••••

• DAILY DRINK AND LUNCH SPECIALS
• 8' SCREEN TV~ BIG SUPER BOWL
PARTY
• POOL TABLES, GAMES & DARTS
•
•
•
•

DANCING & ENTERTAINMENT
LIVE DJ (Wednesday & Saturday nites)
FULL-SERVICE BAR
RAW OYSTER BAR, SHRIMP AND
SANDWICHES
( "we shuck 'em ... you suck 'em" )

THURSDAY - COLLEGE NIGHT
"Beat the Clock"
50 ¢ Draft $3.75 Pitchers

~~

"DON'T MISS THE FUN AND ACTION"

Mon-Fri 11-4 FREE pool with
one drink minimum
HAPPY HOUR M-F 4-7
.
1/2 PRICE POOL & 75¢ DRAFT
$1.50.COCKTAILS

,

.,

SUNDAY· Super Mug Nite (1 LITER)
$2.50 8-11 PM
MONDAY - Longneck Nite
$1.00 BUD & BUD LITE
Longnecks from 9-11 PM
TUESDAY - College Beat The Clock Nite 8-12
Specials Every Hour
75¢ Shooters & $1.50 Cocktails
UCF l.D. REQUIRED ,
WED
- Ladies Drink FREE Draft & Dacquiris
form a. 10 pm
Guys Get 75¢ draft from 9-11 pm

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii9ComeP/ayPAR-T .. Golf 18holes iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Pebble Beach as seen on P.M. Magazine
14 Gandy Pool Tables
•Pool & Arm Wrestling Tournaments •
starting nowl

657-1302

CO-EDS STRONG IN HUMAN ENGINEERING WITH CAREER INTERESTS IN BEVERAGE SALES. TO PURSUE A
BEVERAGE SALES CAREER AT THEE DOLL HO USE, YOU DO N'T HAVE TO LOOK LIKE ONE OF OUR MORE
SUCCESSFUL ASSOCIATES , LINDA JOHNSON, AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR COVERGIRL AND CENTERFOLD,
BUTITWOULD CERTAINLY HELP! SERIOUSLY, NOW, WE HAVE SEVERAL OPENINGS CURRENTLY AVAILABLE
FOR DRINK WAITRESSES, AND ARE SEEKING A "FEW GOOD CO-EDS" TO FILL THEM. SO, IF YOU ARE
,
LOOKING FOR AN EXCEPTIONAL FINANCIAL SOURCE TO MEET ON-GOING COLLEGE
EXPENSES AND HAVE A PLEASING PERSONALITY AND APPEARANCE, YOU OWE ITTO
YOURSELF TO DROP BY OUR CORPORATE OFFiCES AND CHECK THINGS OUT
DRINK WAITRESSES ATTHEE DOLL HOUSE WEAR A CONVENTIONAL UNIFORM,
FAR LESS ABBREVIATED THAN THOSE WORN BY FEMALE EMPLOYEES OF MANY
OTHER LOUNGES IN TOWN, AND ARE NOT REQUIRED TO GO TOPLESS.
IMPORTANT BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES:• AN HOURLY WAGE AND GRATUITY
PACKAGE THAT CAN AFFORD YOU MORE THAN $1, 000. GO/WEEK IN INCOME. •A
VERY FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULE. •EMPLOYMENT IN A DEFINITE PARTY
ATMOSPHERE. •PROFESSIONAL A10DELING AND ACTING OPPORTUNITTES
AVAILABLE THROUGH BEVERLY HILLS TALENT MANAGEMENT AND THE WILDER
AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA. • CAREER ADVANCEMENTOPPORTUNITTES IN
MANAGEMENTWITHlN OTHER DOLL HOUSE CLUBS: HONOLULU, LAS VEGAS ,
MINNEAPOLIS, MYRTLE BEACH, FT. LAUDERDALE AND SAN D~GO.

DON'T BE BORED OR WASTE YOUR WORKING HOURS IN COLLEGE AT SOME
FAST FOOD OUTLET OR LOCAL FERN BAR. COME JOIN THE RANKS OF
ORLANDO'S MOST PROFESSIONAL BEVERAGE SALES TEAM. CALL FOR AN
INTERVIEW TODAY! (407) 859-4146.

•

•

.
THEE FABULOUS
"LINDA/"

THEE DOLL HOUSE CORPORATE OFFICES:
5800 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL, ORLANDO, FL 32809
.
INTERVIEW HOURS: 11 :00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. DAILY
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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. Save the Manatee® Club

SALAM INTERNATIONAL

~'Y.

~

·

MAR~ET
&·DELI

500 N. Maitland Avenue, Maitland, FL 32751
Or call for further information (407) 539,..0990

.

Gyro and Falafel Sandwiches, Pastries, Baklava and Others
Middle Eastern, Greek,
Persian,Indian Grocery
Lamb & Goat Available

3090E. Aloma Ave. & 436
(behind McDonald's)
Winter Park, FL 32792
(407) 657-5560

Funds raised go toward public awareness.
education and research efforts.

GREAT AMERICAN

TtEN

SMOKEOUT

6A~O£N

CHINESE RESTAURANT

SCIENCE AND

The best authentic Chinese
Restaurant on the east side of town!
BIGGEST PORTIONS - LOWEST PRICES!!

ENGINEERING

MAJORS!
The Air Force has openings for men and women in
selected science and engineering
fields. To prepare }UlJ for one, )00 can
apply for an Air Force RITTC scholarship.
See what it can do for }UlJ. Contact the campus Air Force ROTC representative today.

t

N
tfWV. 50

11786 East Colonial Drive
Alafaya Village • Orlando, Fl
M-F: 11 :00-10:00 • S & S: 11 :30-10:00 P.M.

~

UCF

f

<

•

CAPT DANA WILLIS
407-275-2264
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Leadership ElcelleDce Starts Here

The Central Florida Future is currently accepting applications from students for
the positions of Editor in Chief and Business Manager.

Editor in Chief
Duties: Overall responsibility for the publication and management of the campus
newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises a
staff of student writers and editors. Oversees the paper's business manager and
business department, and serves as a member of the Board of .P.ublications.

.

.

Business Manager

,

Duties: Responsible for the management of th~ newspaper's business office.
Appo.ints and supervises a ~taff of student advertising .representatives, and serves·
as a member of the Ul)iversity's Bo~rd_ of Publications. ,
.

7

.

For more info~ call 2~~-2865 arid talk tq Dave Schlenke.r or Leslie .Jorgensen~

I'

Speak up, UCf,
especially if they
don't want you to

8~D THe

awaRD

FoRTHe Be~T
New cHaRacreR
CRearev Ju ST

,..

Altough Coach ~ne McDowell says he will have to
Fo~ TeL.eViSiQtt ..
settle for $1.5 million instead of$1. 7 million from the
pending athletic fee, many students don't feel badly
for him.
Tuesday's rally, which drew hundreds of students
and various media representatives, seems to have
made another change in the proposal.
Student Body President Denver Stutler spoke
with students at the rally and persuaded Preside11t
Trevor Colbourn to put a ceiling of $66 on the fee.
The proposal is now set at $5.50 per credit hour,
$4.50 for students taking less than six ho.u rs, and $66
for students taking 12 or more hours.
Thus, the Student Organization Against Paying
(SOAP) has taken a step toward their goal of abolishing the $5.50 increase.
Their next step: sending petitions from Tuesday's
rally to Student Regent Jackie Goigel to be presented
at the Board of Regents meeting Friday.
The student group probably won't get the increase
abolished, but they may get some more changes
made.
At best the BOR will send the proposal back to the
athletic fee committee for more revisions to make it
affordable to students. At least the BOR will hear
Money is a fascinating concept. You can do all
what students feel.
kinds of things to it: save it, spend it, borrow it,
Either way, UCF students have shown that they budget it, net it and, of course, waste it.
are concerned about decisions that affect them.
When we speak of time, we often treat it in the
They have also proved they're not afraid to say so. same fashion. AB the adage goes "time is money." We
spend our time in the same manner as we spend our
Students, let your voice be heard. money - one reflects the otJler.
Those who read my commentary on credit spendStudent Government may never take a poll to get ing (CFF Norn 29, 1988) will not be surprised to find
student sentiments on any issue.
that I consider my time valuable and do my best to
But even when they don't, students should give it spend it in the wisest fashion. This does not mean my
to them.
life is void of fun - just waste. It is my hope that
The Student Government Senate encourages stu- everyone feels this way (I know they do not, but I can
dent participation and allows time during their still hope.) With this in mind, I would like to address
weekly meetings for a student forum.
the uproar over the raise ofthe student athletic fee.
Students may attend senate meetings which are Is it possible to figure out how much of a raise it really
held Tuesdays at 3:30 in the University Dining is? Should the fee be raised? Ifso, by how much? First,
Room.
the facts ...
Students who wish to speak at these meetings
As most readers are aware, there is a proposal to
should first notify Senate Secretary Phyllis Taylor at raise the student athletic fee to $5.50 per credit hour
275-219L
($4.50 for less than six credit hours.) The current fee
She coordinates student speakers since there is a is a $16 flat fee plus $1.92 per credit hour. For those
time limit.
readers familiar with statistics this is where we
You can also be heard by writing to us.We publish begin the "how to make statistics work for youn
letters to the editor as we get space, so write now!
section your professor may have mentioned. AssumYou can submit letters to:
ing 15 hours, that is a total of $44.80 or $2.99. per
credit hour. Under the new proposal, 15 hours would
Letters to the Editor
cost $82.50; $37 .50 more than the current fee. The
The Central Florida Future
reason I said assuming under the current fee is
P.O. Box 25000 UCF
because if you change the credit hours, you change
Orlando, FL 32816
the fee per hour. Those taking 3 hours pay $7.25; 6
~ays $4.59; 9 pays $3.70; 12 pays $3.25; and 18 pays
$2.80. The mean is $4.10. Ifwe do the same problem
Or you can drop them by our office.
over with the "new proposal" the mean is $5.33- an
We're located next to the Health Center on cam- increase of only $1.23 per credit hour. This is what
pus. Our phone number is 275-2865, in case you can't the folks in favor of the raise would say.
~dus.
What the folks against it need to take note of is
that all six categories were weighted equally. In
reality, the figures are skewed towards those students
taking between 12 and 15 hours. The mean of
1f:rhe Central Florida Future
the
two
is $3.12 under the current fee and $5.50
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
under the new proposal - a difference of $2.38. If we
Businea Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
subtract the anti-increase mean from the pro-increase mean there is a difference of $1.15. The mean
Editor In Chief
of the pro and anti-increase is $1.80. These are (as we
Leslie M. Jorgensen
say in the news business) the facts.
Now for the evaluation of the facts. What all this
Dave Schlenker headache adds up to is proof that statistics are
Managing Editor
Deputy Managing Editor/
pliable and both sides can prove their case using the
A. Scott Horner same data. This leaves some unanswered questions:
Design
Crickett Drake Should the fee be raised? If so, how much?
News Editor
Chris Brady
This is really a question of priorities - not money
Sports Ed ltor
Suzannah G. Terry - so do not let the statistics sidetrack you. I have
Confetti Editor
Eric Dentel looked through numerous dictionaries and have yet
Copy Editor
Angie Hyde to find one definition of"college" or "university" with
Photo Editor
Kasha Kitts the word "athletics" mentioned in them. To be fair, I
Production Manager
also checked the same dictionaries to see if "university" or "college" was mentioned under "athletics" or
"football" which they were not.
Charmaine Mendoza
Ad Production Manager
One definition states that a university is "an instiScott Pruitt tution for higher learning with teaching and reClasslfted Manager
search facilities comprising a grad~ate school, professional
schools .and an undergraduate division. n
Opinions e>eprelSed In TM Ccl'llralFlorida F1.iwc are those of the editor or writer and not
This leads me to conclude that universities were not
neoessorltv those of the Board of Publlcotlons. University Administration. or Board of
Regenta. Letters to the Editor must be typed and Include the author's signature,
established for football.
major one phone number. Lette11 ore subject to editing and become the copy·
The university is a place of higher learning to
righted pr<>Perty of the newspaper. Tlv Ccn1ralFlorida FuJMre It a free. non-profit. twice

'

A few stats on the athletic fee

weekly newspaper published during the academic year.

prepare a person for a career. This is where the
misguided priorities of the American Education
Administrators and the public at large show clearly.
AB proof! offer the following quote from Mark Lewellyn, "Although the increase is extensive, I feel that
this small investment will be well worth its return of
increased student morale and alumni support, public
donations, national recognition, and especially the
enhanced value of our UCF degrees, resulting from
improved and winning athletic programs ... "
If the value of my degree is only worth the ranking
of athletic team "X" then I think fll leave the country
while there's still time. I do not want to be living here
when this kind of thought is running the country (or
whatever is left of it at the time.)
Why? America is falling behind other countries.
This is mostly because we have cultivated a generation that cannot see beyond the next party and really
does not care to. Living for the moment and the senses
has become the "in" style. In point of fact, a great
portion of the visual media does not even come close
to meeting the elements of drama mapped out by
Aristotle. Come to think of it, a great portion does not
meet my standards, either (and mine are much lower
than Aristotle's.) Never mind Pat Robertson pushing
Christian dogma, most of the people in the business
and bureaucratic world cannot even keep the first two
words of the Boy Scout Law - "A scout is trustworthy,
loyal ..."
The ever-decreasing group of people participating
in future . speculations or making any attempt to
make sense of the world at large will be the ones
running the country if this kind of thought and
conduct persists. This requires use of the thinking
process which is something that America really needs
to practice doing before they forget how and someone
else starts to do it for the~ (see The Closing of the
American Mind by Alan Bloom.) If you really do not
think the situation is as alarming as I have claimed,
I invite you to teacher assist at any County Public
School.If there is to be a fee raised it should be the
credit hour fee, not the athletic fee. To favor athletics
over academics based on the belief that a winning
team makes a degree m:ore valuable and its holder all
the more qualified for a job is not only ignorance, it is
dangerous.
.
I consider both my time and my money to be
valuable and do not care to have it spent on athletics
when there are many academic areas at UCF need
of better funding and staffing. For these reasons our
athletic fee will (no doubt) be raised so our degrees
will have an "enhanced value." Who cares how good
the educatiop really is as long as the university name
attached possesses athletic social statues? I, for one,
do.
The social~tatus of the school on my de~~ may
get me a job~ ~ut it will not help me keep it. Oruy I can
do that.
.,.~.
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THE21stSTUDENTSENATEREPORT
17, 1988
January

12th Session

Confirmation Votes

MEASURES UNDER CONSIDERATION
BILLS
27-27 Funding for Model Senate: This bill allocates $250 for registration
fees for Medel Senate. (PAT, referred to OAF)

RESOLUTIONS
none
MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS
21-28 Revising Chapter 301: This bill rewrites ond chapter 301. CUR,
passed Acc.)
2 7-29 Revising Election Ststutes-Election dates II: This bill revises election
dates for the spring elections (Cox, passed 28-Y, 2-N, 4-A)
2 7-30 Revising Statutes for Auxiliary Organizations: This bill extends the
maximum amount of money to be spent for auxiliary organizations.
(Cox, passed acc.)
RESOLUTIONS
none

Renee Heinz Election Commission
Kristen Benham Election Comm .
Gary Mortar Election Comm.
Lori Dickes Chief Election Comm .
Marc Drooker Electton Comm .

SENATE .MEETINGS
Students are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings, and to expre~
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuesdays @ 3:30 In the University
Dining Room.

STUDENTS

.. Leglslatlon In Committee ls Introduced by Senators, and ls not finalized until the full Senate votes.

OAF/C&O FUNDING
"Your club or organlzatton Is eligible to receive funding for office supplies. conference
registration fees, and other special projects. To request funding, stop by the SG offices
and complete one of the request for funding forms and return to Dan Pelletier.Fernando
Santos or Fred Schmidt.

It you have any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report, or any leglslatlon,
please contact Fred Schmidt
x2191 or In SC 151.

SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of, and the ttme and day of the committee meetings:
OAF
C&O

WR
SPR

EA

9

OrganlzaHons, ApproprtaHons and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any leglslatton
requesting funding .
Mondays@S:OO pm. In the Senate Conference Room
Clubs and OrganlzaHons: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Thursays@ 4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
LeglslaHve Judicial and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution, statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Fridays@ noon In the Senate Conference Room
Services and Public Relattons: This committee reviews all non-funding leglslatton which deals with student Government
Services, as well as Local. State, an·d l'>.Jatlonal Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Wednesdays@ 4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Electtons and Appointments: This committee reviews all Student Government Appointments, and makes recommendations for changes tot he Election statutes.
Mondays @4:00 p.m. In thePolk Hall Lounge.

PR-Present (not enough Information/unable to decide)

AB-Abstain (conflict of Interest)

Y-Yes

N-No

Paid Adverlfsement

ARTS & SCIENCES
Matt Boucher
Barbara Papaleo
Richard Zucaro
OPEN SEAT
Dana Boyte
Jason DIBona
TOM JOSEPH
David Mann
Scott Bowen
OPEN SEAT
Chrlsttne Hernandez
Chris Bordlnaro

BUSINESS
LlzSwa~on

A - - - A

p y y y p
P Y AB Y P

p y y y p
p y y y p
p
p

y y y p
y y y A

p - N y p
p
p

y y y p
y y y p

p y y y p

Carmella Mandato p - - y p
A - - - A
KATHY JONES
p y y y p
Travis Gunder
p y y y p
Dan Pelletier
p y - - A
Walter Robinson
p y y y p
Chris Touttklan
p y y y p
James Speake
JOE FERRARI
P Y AB Y P
Jeannie Draper
A - - - A

EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
Diane Kearney
Kelly Wiggins
Jeff Laing
Diane Scanlon
Lisa Schmidt

ENGINEERING
Fernando Santos
JAMIE COX
JORGE CADIZ
Brian Franklin
JERRY SUITeR
Sean Brannan
Nick Evangelo
JEFF EBERLE

HEALTH
S~an

Hackett
Cheryl Jensen

p y y y p
p y y y p
p

y y y p

p y y y p

p y y y p
p y y y p

p y y
p y y
p y y
p y y

y
y
y
y

p
p
p

p

A - - - A
A - - - A

p y y y p
P Y AB Y P

p y y y p
p y y y p

LIBERAL STUDIES

Mary Sue Cameron p y y y p
p y y y p
Andy Worrall

AT-LARGE
Gordon Miranda

BREVARD
Cathy Taylor

P Y AB Y P
p y y y p

DAYTONA
Denise Fair

SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Rornard

RESIGNED
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Classified~~-

lllilllt
Alpha Tau Omega
Congratulations PJedges and newly Initiated
Little Sisters ! Don't forget, Friday afternoon
ll.M sodai at the Housel Get ready for Conclave! If you haven't paid your money for
Condave or your dues, see Quinn.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
E's Hug a Zeta today) C)fsters and keg at
Attitude Adjustment at the House Friday 4:00.
Saturday social with ZTA $6 inc. bus, ice
skates & keg I Lil Sis initiation 5:00 Sunday.

Female non-smoker needed to share 3bd/
2bth condo with one female and one male.
Rent $150 + 1/3 utilities. 6 miles to UCF on
Goldenrod 679-5512.

Government Homes from $1 (u-repalr). Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call (1)
805-687-0000 Ext GH- 4628 for current repo
list.

Christian female early 30's seeks female to
share home east Winter Park area. $275 per
month plus half utilities. 671-2248 after 5 p.m.

Furniture- Sectional set, Fridge, Chairs,
tables, dressers, shelves, etc. Great cond. All
negotiable 249-2328 .

Academiclentrepreneur nonsmoker male for
new 2 story, 3bdrm house near UCF/Martin
ind library, music studio, auto/wood workshop, balcony, incl swim, jacuzzi $200 mth
$100 dep + 1/2 util. 273-5058

Terrific Investment
Why Rent? Let your money work for youl
2bdrmt 2 1/2 bth Townhouse, 1 mile from UCF
priced at only: $42,500 Call today 628-1790
David Robinson, Merrill lynch Realty.

Roommate needed nowll
A non-smoking female is needed to share a 3
bedroom apt. located near school. Rent 1651
month + 1/3 utilities. Call 679-8271 or 275-

Turbo Prolog Software Package, (version
2.0). complete with Users and Reference
Guides . $50. ph 273-2030.

~!~!!!~~! tlfliii111!~
321-2942.

Pentax 35mm Camera and Vivitar flash attachment $150. ph 273-2030.
Samsung Microwave oven , 0.53 cu. ft. $75.
ph. 273-2030.
Bush Oak microwave cart. Enclosed Storage
behind double doors, pull- out cutting board.
$75. ph . 273-2030.

.,••

Ladies earn $200 to $300 per week full or part
time selling roses in Orlando's finest nightclubs
& restaurants . Immediate openings. Must have
car. Call 896-5487 between 10am & 4pm .
Attention: Excellent Income For Home Assemble Work. Info. Call 504-646-1700 Dept.
P307

Non-smoking Male Roommate Wanted to
share 3bdrm/ 2bth Duplex located near VCC
East Wash/ Dryer, Utilities inc. $2251mo . Call
275-3829.
Academic or Business minded non-smoker
male to share new 2bdrm house near UCF &
Martin. Plans for indoor swimming and
jacuzzi. $200/mnth plus 112 utilities. $100
deposit. Call 273-5058 before 3pm .
DESPERATE
I'm looking for a non-smoking female
roommate to share a one bedroom, one
bath apt. $160. mo+ 1/2 utilities+ 112 dep.
Call ASAP! Jenny 275-3366.

Now Leasing
Beautiful 2b- 2bth apartments at Forest
Highlands Apartments . Call 282-5657 for
more information.

Oviedo House Rezoned Commercial may
have business and live at same on 426 across
from Dairy Queen in Oviedo. Ail for $500 per
month. 365-3648.

STUDENTS NEEDED
TO buy aos for; Roommat9S, For Sale, Autos,
Personals, Lonely Heart's, etc. Just $.75 per
line for Students, Faculty, and Staff. Stop by the
Future bus. office, M-F 8-4:30 or call Scott
x2601 .

Students Needed to post posters on campus
bulletin boards. Good pay, write Campus Advertising, P.O. Box 1221 Duluth , Ga. 3013612221 . (404) 873-9042.

Duplex for rent, 2bd, 2b, w&d, all appl. 112 mile
from UCF, $430. Call 453-3665 or 321-9753.

Government Homes from $1
(U repair) . Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 805-687-6000 ext.GH4628 for current repo list.

Typist- Resumes, Reports , Thesis,
Reasonable rates. Call 645-5331 .

How To Handle life's Hurts:
Recovering From Resentmenf'
10-11 am Sun. Jan. 29
All UCF Students/ Staff Welcome
The Church at Alafaya, SBC
Inside The Holiday Inn UCF

Bird ,
Congratulations on your engagement.Be
careful he may come to his senses.

P.R.

2br, 2bh house, 1/2way between UCF + VCC ,
carpet, deep yard, $400 mo. 679-6000.

Excellent Word Processing - 366-0538.
Reasonable and fast typing service . Call Nancy
at 679-4006, rush jobs.
1975 ToyotaCelica 2-doorgreatcar for school
transportation, need some wo rk-Incredible
deal for mechanical personl 679-5536 leave
message I

Fumirure: Sofa bed, bunk beds, tables , bar,
dresser, recliner, other; 249-3084.

Call prestige typing for your papers and
resumes 277-7237.

Horizons Travel Agency call for low Airfare ·
Cruise quotes 281 -0836.

2 bdrm, 2bth, duplex, fenced yd, 112 mile, quiet
neighborhood. Washer/dryer $440/mth cal l
849-35151273-7435.

Need Roommate , Looking for Female Nonsmoker, 4- miles from UCF, Furnished, $205.
+ 112 utiilities 366-1896.
Good deall Male roommate needed to share
3 bdrm12bth apt in Sherwood Forest $140
mth + 113 utf. Call Kathy at 249-1499 or leave
message. Need someone ASAP I

General Electric portable two-way radio.
Black serial no. 707980311, Central Florida.
no. 057003. A reward is offered. Please contact Lt. Nelson or Tim Shields at the University
Police Dept. 275-2422.
TASSO model 4 with 64k RAM&duaJ disk
dnves. Manuals included. $350 obo, call Kari
677-1370.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
Ail types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word ,.
processing.
.
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Fast Typing. call Stacey 275-4112.

Apt. 1 bdrm, walk to UCF $250. 851 -7235.

Non-smoking female share 4 br. 2 bth new
house. $21 O+ 114 utilities. Evenings after 5:30
679-9743 .

Resumes and cover letters . Designed, revised, typed - 657-0079.

86 Honda Civic SI. Must Sell. Loaded. Call
Scott 275-5725.

The New Student

Lanae Magoo,
Watch for the AM bandit, You Vampire
Sleeper!
The Early Bird,

Fast Typing Service

Greg, Where are the POINTS? We be jam- •
min' I Work,Work,Workl

Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and weekend service. Visa & Mastercard over 18,300
sansfied . Students and 4 grouches!
671-3007.

Jamie,
Thanks for all of your hard work. We really ~
appreciate it
The News Staff

Go~ernment

SC 227
Mon-Thur : 9am-11 pm .
Fri
: 9am-9pm .
Sun
· : 3pm-llpm
For More Information

275-2831
Cafeteria
C•t.brutinB 20 Y •ar• of S•rvic•
1968.as
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OWERS
FROM PAGE 12

All Phi Theta Kappans invited to attend the fun
on Sunday,January 29,1989, from 11:00-4:00
at Lake Clair on the University Campus.

•

we don't go to games or care about their outcomes. The money obviously could see better
uses.
The arguments are legit. But cast my vote in
Any questions, please call 679-7942.
favor of the fee .
Like him or n6t, Athletic Director/Coach
RSVP by January 28 if planning to attend
Gene McDowell is admirably trying to raise the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 community and the state's awarness of UCF.
He ha~ eliminated a $1 million debt and

TAEKWON-DO W.T.F.Korean Art of Self Defense
Classes taught by Grand Master
K.J.Lee 8th dan Blackbelt and
· raduate of Cho-Sun Univ. Korea

Self-Discipline
SPECIAL CALL NOW 331-7400
Self-Confidence
STUDENT ONE FREE LESSON
Korean Philosoph RATES
FREE Uniform

~·····~······················~···~·
•
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1271
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•
Florida
Winter Park, Florida
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••
CINEMA
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bucks from proud alumni.
In Orlando, a big-name means big-time
support from the community and the politicians.
"People in the community will contribute to
programs in the school they never would have
known about but for their interest in the teams
(at the school)," McDowell said .
UCFs athletic budget is one-fifth of Florida
State's and one-seventh of Florida's budgets .
The budget is even smaller than many of our
current Division I-AA competitors, as is the

11

brought the football team to the brink of Division I-AA. He knows what can be and is asking
students to cooperate.
. .
,Additionally, and more important, students
here have proven themselves an apathetic
bunch. Maybe ifforced to pay more money than
they would like, the students will make it a
priority to attend games regularly. Interest
tends to go where the dollars do. A fee increase
may seem excessive at first, but the overall improvement ofUCF sports will ultimately prove
one thing:
You get what you pay for.
proposed fee of $5.50 per credit hour.
"I don't expect to go out there and beat the
Florida's and FSU's tomorrow," McDowell said.
"But I want to be competitive. I want us to have
a chance."
Our football team is playing bigger and better opponents every year.
Our school is getting bigger and better every
year.
But, like everything else in this world, you
can't get something for nothing.
To financially handcuff our athletic program
is to stunt the growth we have already seen.
Now is not the time to play the "read my lips"
game- unless those lips are forming the words
GO TEAM.

DON'T BOAT DRUNK
GRAND OPENING !

-----------------------------1
DUFFY'S SUBS
1

PRESENTS

I FREE SUB SANDWICH
I WHEN YOU BUY ONE
L____

Includes free lettuce.tomatoes,
pickles,onions,hot peppers.oil
and vinegar

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

One coupon per customer expires Jan 24, 1989

FOOD AND SPIRITS
Live Entertainment- Wed. thru Sat

•

Social Hours
2 for 1 Well • SO~ Draft • 3.50 Pitcher
Mon. - Fri. 11 AM - 7 PM
Mon. - Thurs. 11 PM - 12 AM
Sat & Sun. 7 PM-9PM
Munchies & Hors d'oeuvres 4 PM- 7 PM

We have Drive
Thru Service

679-2448
10042 University
Blvd. One mile west
of UCF on the
comer of Dean Rd..
(University Oaks)

Michael O' Shaugnessy
I ;J '411 l'i Mi j :l ;{1] :3 §;fi
411 N. Park Avenue, Winter Park

628-4478

•

We would like to say
thank you to
·

Daily Deli
[ Specials_J

our top production
person in 1986, 1987,
1988 with ·over

Daily Drink Specials

Thursday Night
Ladies Drink Free 9-11
Friday Night
FREE KEG PARTY

$7,000,000.00

in sales
12247 University Blvd.

282- 2476

Your # 1 UCF Booster
-

Sports 111••&••11111•111111tr111r!111111••••1111K•••;.,J&aS]r:::,;~~~f•
Fee-hike issue:
dOllars, sense

The proposed increase of the athletic fee is
somewhere around sky-high, an unnecessary
financi.al burden on students.
Not so. More morale and alumni dollars depend on the reputation of UCFs athletic program.
.
What have you been snorting, Drano? We
attend UCF because of computer science, engineering and its proximity to the beach. We'll
gladly take academics over athletics, thanks.
A stronger sports program can only help
everyone. Better teams mean more exposure,
which, subsequently, makes it all the more
likely a potential employer will recognize UCF
on first reference.
Athletics need not be the only program with a
winning record. Stronger educational requirements will attract more valedictorians, scholar, ships and, eventually, school spirit. Put some
perspective on the issue. Athletics should only
grow as the school does.
You've got it backward, bozo. Prominence is
inextricably linked to touchdowns and tight
spirals, not teachers and tests.
Such are the subtle rumblings of a debate between scholars about dollars. Arrrrrrrgh.
In the interest of issue evasion, both arguments have legitimate support and clever defenses. It's up to you and me to flip a coin and
choose sides.
The college student is trained to condemn fee
hikes as a matter of reflex. We abhor them the
way a prostitute frowns on fidelity. It's just not
in our line of thinking.
One half of the opposition to the proposed fee
increase seems to surface from those who claim
it's too steep a proposition for what it may never
accomplish. There's no guarantee UCF will
gain a big-time sports label; meanwhile, they
have no problem with UCF remaining a respectable academic institution with, at best, an
average athletic program.
The other half believes the sports program
here does nothing for them. Why should we fork
over $5.50 a credit hour - up from $16 and $1. 92
a credit hour - to UCF athletics, they say, when
SEE OWERS PAGE 11

Athletics looks to future
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

When Gene McDowell became athletic director in
1985, he faced a $1.2 million athletic debt. Any plans
he had for the athletic program had to wait witil he
eliminated the debt.
However, after four years of steady progress, the
debt will soon be gone and UCF can again move
forward. McDowell's plans for the athletic program
include increasing scholarships, moving football to
Division I-AA and eventually to Division I, add track
and swimming programs and build a basketball and
track facilities.
He also wants to increase revenue for the athletic
department while maintaining strong academic
standards and following NCAA rules.
McDowell spoke with great confidence about these
plans- all goals for the future.
"We will be as well-known as UCLA or Southern
Cal (USC) in 20 years," McDowell commented. "We
will be a world-class wiiversity and are well on our
way."
The reduction ofthe debt allows McDowell to move
the program toward that goal. McDowell said after
the department makes the final payment (between
$200,000 and $300,000) on the debt in July, that
amount will now be available to increase each sports'
budget.
.
"If we used 100 percent on scholarships, it would
theorectically give us an additional 50 (scholarships)," McDowell said.
McDowell's first step will be to increase the number of scholarships for each sport. For example, baseball awards nine of a maximum13 and basketball
offersl2 ofl5 scholarships. The football gives out 30
out of a maximum of 40 scholarships.
Other sports, like cross-country, do not presently
award any scholarships. When cross-country becomes part of the new track-and-field program, that
will change.
When the football team moves to Division I-AA
this fall, it will be able to award 70 scholarships.
McDowell noted that it will take two years to reach
the maximum number since only 30 scholarsrups a
year can be given.
The eventual goal is to compete a Division I at all
sports. But McDowell noted, "The objective is not
only to play (at Division I), but to compete."
Currently, only the football team does not compete
at Division I. McDowell said the move to Division I
could come around 1995.
While the football team competed at Division II, it
scheduled nearly half its games against Division 1AA opponents. In Division I-AA, McDowell plans to
continue to schedule games against opponents of the
higher division.
As a third goal, McDowell plans to add two sports
-track and swimming. Track-and-field begins in the
fall ofl 989. McDowell said when he arrived, UCFhad
plans for a track program. The program had to wait,
however, witil UCF eliminated the debt.
McDowell was also surprised UCF did not have a
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A debt-free athletic program should pu1 more fans in
the stands and more wins in the record books.

swim team. He plans to add a swim program but said
it would be three to five years before they seriously
thought about it.
To completely fund all the programs, the athletic
department needs to increase income. The major
source of guaranteed income comes from student
fees. An increase in student fees is now being hotly
debated on campus.
Income from both ticket and booster revenue have
been improving. For example: in 1986, UCF sold 617
season tickets for football. This past season, the
number increased to almost 10,000. Booster revenue
has increased from $616,000in1984-85, to over $1.2
million in 1987-88.
McDowell said the first three sports to be fully
funded will be football, basketball and baseball. He
believes these three sports- the top three revenue
sports in collegiate athletics-will eventually be able
to fund themselves and support others.
"If we support the money-makers, the moneymakers will support the others," McDowell said.
Plans are also in the works for a 6,000 seat basketball facility and a track and field stadium.
McDowell believes that the growth of athletics will
benefit the whole college. He referred to a story in
Sports Illustrated about the University of Michigan.
Private money built 11 buildings at the university.
The prestige brought to the school because of athletics attracted the money. McDowell believes UCF
can enjoy the same benefits in the future.

Don't Hke the athletic fee? Then start packing

._

Much ado has been made about the
proposed hike in athletic fees. Some
students have even threatened to pack
their bags, stomp off campus and keep
stomping until they reach Gainesville.
No! Not that! I beg you. Pleeease
stay. Yeah right. Hit the high
road, buddy. And you had better start
packing now because come Friday, that
athletic fee will be a done deal.
I have a bone to pick with those who
have wailed and wallowed
their objections to the fee.
One student, in his letter to the editor, asked, "What is wrong with UCF
being a small school?" He insisted he
liked UCF better when it was quaint
and personal (The Little House on the
Prairie approach to education).
The writer doesn't realize that we
are a state university, not to be confused with Rollins or Stetson, and are
obligated to serve 12
counties and five million taxpayers.
With our campus located in one of
the fastest growing cities in the cowitry, UCF can't help but be one of the
fastest growing universities. Long
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gone are the days of a quaint smalltown school.
Another beef with the fee is over
spending students' money on athletics
when there are so many other pressing
needs.
I put that very question to Athletic
Director Gene McDowell.
"When you start talking ~bout an
impact students can make on the big
picture, students can't make a dent on
things like new buildings, endowment
chairs, salaries and things like that.
"Those take major dollars from ~he
legislature. We are authorized certain
funds for those things. We are not authorized to use those state funds for
athletics. So, we have to come to the
students."
Well, why not just charge student
fans for the tickets instead of taxing
everyone?

"It's the chicken and the egg,"
McDowell continued. "If you don't get
the attendance, you don't get the
money. And if you don't get the money,
you won't win. You can't build a budget
hoping 8,000 students buy tickets to a
game."
Recently, a proposal was printed
that suggested the fee increases in
tuition, health fees, athletic fees and
housing be staggered over a four year
period.
But the housing increase will only
affect one-twelth of the students. Even
with the housing increase, the dorms
will be a good deal compared to offcampus housing.
The health fee hike, if you can call it
that, will only cost each student an
additional five dollars or so a year,
according to Jim Smith of the Budget
Office. Skip one meal at Burger King
and you'll cover the difference and
might even live longer to boot.
Despite the imminent increase in
tuition, Florida's tuition might remain
the lowest of the 13 southern states.
"Students will be paying twenty to

twenty five percent of the budget needs
to run UCF," Smith said. "The rest
comes from the state legislature."
UCF could have the best academics
in Florida, the best
engineering school in the cowitry and
the best computer science program in
the world. But if UCF does not have a
name for itself
nationally, our school can forget about
recruiting top students - not to mention contributers.
The harsh reality for a school like
UCF is that our athletic
program is our image. This is not multiple choice. People willjudge the quality of our school by the quality of our
sports. Right or wrong,
image IS everything!
In the legislature, a big-name means
big-bucks. Example: the University of
Florida has 20 percent of tlie state's
students, but gets 40 percent of the
state's fwids (Now there is a good one
for your next protest rally).
In the bank, a big-name means bigSEE RABB PAGE 11
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Solitary confinement has softened Max Washington (Gregory Hines) leaving him tom between the s1ruggle of life as a tap dancer and the fast money of life as a criminal.

by Daphne Sands

W

sang
"Happy Birthday" to John F.
Kennedy, people listened as
1f they had never heard the song
before. Monroe proved that it's not always what you do, but who you are
and how you do it.
In the new film, "Tap," Sammy
Davis Jr.. Gregory Hines and some of
tap dancing's best hoofers reaffirm
this notion.
The plot is nothing new; the setups
are obvious, but the stars bring such
life to this bare-bones screenplay
that their audience, Uke Monroe's,
will also be held in rapt attention.
Gregory Hines plays Max Washington, an extremely talented and
disillusioned tap dancer. Max gave
up tap a long time ago in favor of the
fast money that thieving brought
him.
After spending tlme in Sing Sing,
where tap dancing was his means of
retaining sanity, he returns to the
dance studio where all of the old
hoofers from his father's time hang
HEN MARlLYN MoNR.oE

out.
The studio is owned by Little Mo
(Davis), who schemes to draw Max
back into tap.
Little Mo's daughter, Amy (Suzzanne Douglas), helps run her
father's studio with her son, Louis .
(Savion Glover).
The story centers on Max's quandary in choosing between a life of
crime, which affords him the comfortable lifestyle he enjoys, or life as a
tap dancer, which means performing
in Broadway chorus lines.
It is a very familiar story told in a
very familiar way.
But the film is distinguished by

extraordinary tap dancers and Castle that Davis was the only
person who should play Little Mo.
charming actors.
"I went to Sammy Davis' house
..I dare you to be with him 10
mmutes and not like him," says and gave him the script. Then I called
him back the next day. He said, 'It's
Davis of Hines.
He's right. Hines has an easy grace me.'"
But Davis does not consider this
and affability that make him instantly likeable.
to be his comeback. .. Comeback? I
Hines, cast and ftJmmakers were don't know where I've been."
at the Peninsula Hotel in New York to
At this stage in his career, Davis
meet with press, who
can afford to be flip.
attended a special
"'When you make $5
Movie Review
screening of the film
million a year. you
in anticipation of its
don't worry where
February 10 release.
your next job is comIn the interviews,
lng from," he said.
Hines was all smiles,
But "Tap." he says,
shaking reporters'
was meant for him to
hands and making
do. He was inspired
good-natured jokes.
by the character of
Much of this perLittle Mo.
sonal charm mani..It was a hell of a
fests itself in Hines'
part. I thought I betonscreen performter be honest with
ance, prompting
it.... That is the best I
Davis to predict that
could offer Gregory
"this picture takes
and the others,"
him out of being a character leading Davis says.
man into just being a leading man."
The others are some of tap
For Hines "Tap" represents a part danctng's finest: Sandman Sims,
of his life. Like his character in the Steve Condos, Bunny Briggs, Jimmy
film, Hines has had to deal With the Slyde and Harold Nicholas, to name a
hardships of a career in tap. He and few.
his brother, Maurice, werejust refinThese old hoofers are far from
ing µieir act when tap was on the its being in the rocking chair stage,
way out.
despite the fact that most of them are
"Tap" also gives Hines a chance to in their late 60s or early 70s.
realize his childhood dream of workWhen Max comes back to the
ing With Sammy Davis Jr.
dance studio and jokes that they
"I've always wanted to work With "ain't got no legs anymore," they take
him," says Hines. "It's very emotional it as a challenge and the real dancing
for me because Sammy Davis Jr. was begins.
my idol and I continue to idolize him."
They slide and glide across the
Hines and "Tap" director, Nick floor. They do splits. Even Sammy
Castle Jr., had been developing the Davis, Jr., whose character is supproject for over a year. Hines told posed to be ill, throws down his cane
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cane and knocks off a few steps.
Unfortunately, such energy can be
found only one other time in the film.
The film opens in Max's prison cell.
It is dark, damp and lonely. There is
a leak from which drops of water fall
rhythmically into a small puddle on
the cement floor. Max is in a state of
despair.
He starts to tap dance. The steps
are heavy, pounding the floor. He
dances with his back to the iron bars.
Light filters in behind him, creating
only shadows and Max's strong silhouette.
It's too bad the screenplay couldn't
have allowed for more moments like
this. Instead, we see scenes Uke the
one where everyone is tap dancing in
Times Square. It resembles a Lionel
Richie video-too many smiling faces
and too much bubblegum music.
Still, the film signifies a victory.
Finally, blacks are presented in a
positive light.
Suzzanne Douglas, who plays
Hines' love interest in the film. was
attracted to her role as a single parent because ..here was a young, black
woman, a mother who has this great
child, who isn't on welfare."
Savion Glover plays Douglas' onscreen son. He is bright and talented
and the motherI son relationship is a
strong one.
Still, the cast and filmmakers are
leery ofthe film being labeled a ..black
film."

"Tap" is not a ,film about one particular race. It's a film in which the
virtues of friends and family overcome the vices of temptation and
greed.
"Tap" will make you laugh. It will
lift your spirit. And it will definitely
make you want to dance.
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·Fierstein, Bancroft strong in 'Trilogy'
by Daphne Sands

ow BECKOFF HAS A PROBIEM. He
can't find a boyfriend.
The singles bar scene offers
little hope till he meets Ed, a handsome,
all-American type and closet homosexual.
Arnold falls in love with Ed but Ed has
a girlfriend, Laurel.
Then Arnold meets Alan, a young
male model. Alan seems to be the answer to Arnold's prayers 'until that, too,
ends abruptly. But not before Arnold and Alan adopt a
child. Now Arnold is a single
parent as well.
As if this isn't enough,
Arnold's mother refuses to
accept his homosexuality
and wants to know when he
is going to meet a nice girl
and get married ..
Torch Song Trilogy's star,
Harvey Fierstein has created
a sensitive
character in
Arnold who has every reason
to be bitter, but who has incredible resilience and a capacity to believe that he will

K

mwm
Movies
be respected and loved as is.
Bancroft as Arnold's mother is terminally stubborn, unwilling to accept her
son's lifestyle yet equally unwilling to
disown him. Matthew Broderick plays
Alan.Arnold's · true love. While
Broderick's character 1s believable, he is
over-powered by Fterstein's energy.

Brian Kerwin as Arnold's other love,
Ed, also has some good moments. But
Fierstein and Bancroft are so compelling it is nearly impossible to watch
anyone else when they are onscreen.
Fierstein says Torch Song Trilogy is
"a story of a man trying to find his place
in the world, a world that isn't necessarily built for him, and he continues
because he is brave of spirit and true of
heart.
Torch Song Trilogy offers us a chance
to experience this world.Fiersteln
makes sure we enjoy our stay.

Arnold (Harvey Rers1ein) and his boyfriend Alan (Matthew Broderick) pion their adoption
of o son in Torchsong Trilogy.

Combining Europe and
the Mideast: Ofra Haza

TOP TEN ALBUMS

week ending January.22. 1989

This /fst is compiled by the number of albums, cassettes, and
CDs sold. Courtesy of PEACHES Music and Video.

1. Siihouettes

Album

KennyG.
2. A Show of Hands

Rush
3. Shoottng Rubbetbands at

F

AMOUS IN HER

own coun-

try, and already popular in Europe and in

progressive clubs in the U.S.,
Israell singer Ofra Haza
makes her major American
label debut with Shaday.
Combining the beat of
European dance music and
traditional Middle Eastern
rhythms and vocals, Ofra
Haza's music successfully
links the past with the present.
The first cut on the album,
"Im Nin' Alu" sets the mood
with a danceable, undulating rhythm and soulful vocals.
Written both in English
and Hebrew, this Yemenite
folk song brings a religious
element to the album with
lyrics like: "Take me away

•Enzlan Theater
The two films The Wizard of
Loneliness. about an angcy
young man who decides to
make peace with an imperfect
world, and The Wash, about
falling in love at the age of 65,
will play at the Enzian Theater through Feb. 5. For more
information call the theater
at 644-4662.

• Les Miserables

Newlin• Cinema Corp.

• Shaday
Artist: Ofra Haza
Producer: Izhar Ashdot

•The Cos
Actor, comedian and author
Bill Cosby will appear at the
Orlando Arena at 8 p.m. on
Jan. 30. ~ckets are $18.50
and are available at TicketMaster outlets ..

•Tartuffe
Mollere's Tartuffe, a comedic
farce that examines the evil
that men do under the guise
of religious piety, will be presented at the Annie Russell
Theater at Rollins College on
Jan. 27 and 28 and Feb. 1-4.
For more information call
646-2145.

Movie Review

by Suzannah Gayle Terry

Calendar

when I need your help/
Somebody cries within the
herd/Oh ...my God I need
your help."
-Eshal," written by Haza
and Bezalel Aloni, has a
strong ethnic influence.
The song begins with
Haza's plaintive vocals and a
Middle Eastern rhythm, and
then breaks into a dance
beat.
Taken from "Song of
Songs," the a capella "Love
Song" is a highlight of the
alb~m. Haza's beautiful.
haunting voice is reminiscent of the vocals in Le Mystere Des Voix Bulgares, a

recording of Bulgarian folk
songs.
Even if the listener is not
fariiillar with the language,
the beauty of the music will
transcend the need to know
the lyrics' meaning.
T.Q.e weaker cuts on the
album are those that stray
from the traditional Middle
Eastern influence and lean
more toward the European
club sound.
The dance element is just
not strong enough to stand
alone.
Rather, the dance beat
works best as a modern foundation for the traditional influence, which ls the
strength of Haza's music.

the Stars
Edie Brickell and
New Bohemians
4. Appettte for Destruction
Guns 'n' Roses
5. Volume/
Travelling Wllburys

6. American Dream
Crosby, Sttlls, Nash and
Young
7. Guns 'n · Roses Uve
Guns 'n' Roses
8. Greatest Hits
Journey
9. Watermark

Enya
10. Uvlng Colour
Vivid

Add Toni Childs to that list.
Toni's debut album,
Union, was recorded in Parts,
London,
Zambia and
Swaziland with producer
David Ricketts at the helm.
Toni took the infectious,
heavy rhythms of the African
world and combined them
with the new rock sound to
create an album that is not
onlyirresistable, but refreshing to listen to.
The first track on the
album,
"Don't Walk Away"
by Steven Conner
got a lot of M1V air time, but
•Union
didn't fair too well on the
Artist: Ton). Childs
singles chart. Nevertheless.
Producer: David Ricketts
the song is one of the best on
the album. Child's powerful
INETEEN EIGHTY-EIGHT voice, backed up by the fansaw the release of tastic dance rhythms, makes
many albums by very for a very appealing track.
talented female artists. The
The most impressive aslikes of Tracy Chapman, pect of Union is the variety of
Julia Fordham, Edie Brick- sounds on the album. Toni's
ell, Sade and many others all ballads aren't the typical
released albums that got Whitney Houston-type fluff,
good reviews and/ or impressive sales to go with them.
SEE ALBUM PAGE 3
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The musical Les Miserables
will be presented Jan. 24
through the 2 lst at the Bob
Carr Performing Arts Centre.
Performances are Tuesday
through Saturday evenings
at 8 p.m., with 2 p.m. matinees on Thursday, Saturday
and Sunday. Tickets range
from $31.27 to $39.75, and
are available at the Bob Carr
box office, TicketMaster outlets, or by calling 839-3900.
•Visage Shows
The band Jane's Addiction
will play at Visage, 6341 N.
Orange Blossom Trail in
Orlando, at 7 p.m. on Feb. 4.
On Feb. 4, the Feelies will
perform at the club. Tickets
are $8 ln advance (available
through TicketMaster) and
$10 the night of the show for
both shows.
• filtchcock Film
Alfred Hitchcock's first
American film, Rebecca. will
play at the Seminole Community College hall at 7:30 p.m.
on Feb. 1. The film, an adaption of Dapne duMaurier's
gothic romance stars Joan
Fontaine and Laurence Olivier. Admission is free.

•Cat's Paw
The play Cat's Pow by William
Mastrosimone will be performed at the Tupperware
Annex Theatre at 8p.m. on
Feb. 3-5 and 9-12. Tickets
are $5. and are available by
calling the box office at 8967365.
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PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION, UCF
.
AND
THE ISLAMIC SOCIETY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
ARB PLBASBD TO AHKOUKCB

A DIALOGUE ON

ISLAM AND CHRISTIANITY
SIMILARmES, DIFFERENCES, AND AREAS
OF MUTUAL COOPERATION

...

Monty Python update

MUSLIM SCHOLAR

CHRISTIAN SCHOLAR

DR. JAMAL A. BADAWI

DR. A. ARNOLD WETTSTEIN
Dean of The Knowles Chapel;

Chairman, Islamic Information
Foundation; Professor, Business
Administration, St_ Mary's
University, Canada

Professor of Religion, Rollins
College, USA

Friday, January 27, 1989
7:30 - 9:00 pm

HEALTH AND PHYSICS BUILDING AUDITORIUM,
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
FOR MOREINFOR.MATION PLEASECALL.(~07) 27S -

.9ISI
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6'fdle Active
British actor I comedian Eric
Idle has been quite busy recently. Idle will star as Phileas (Pierce Brosnan) Fogg's
servant. Passepartout. in
NBC's mtnisertes Around the
World in Eighty Days. Also
look for him in NBC's Nearly
Departed and fellow Pythonian Terry Gilliam's
movie The Adventures of
Baron Munchausen..

~

Dirty
Laundry
•Lowe Blow
Melissa Gilbert•s response to
her past relationship with
ever-talented Rob Lowe:
"Talking about that romance
is about as exciting as answering a 'what is Michael
Landon really like?" question ...

d' Andy Warhype
Artist Andy Warhol's recent
posthumous publicity has
nearlysurpassedthefamehe "Oh Brother
received when he was alive. This past week evangelist
Viva-writer, actress and Brother Jim Giles enlightWarhol disciple- said about ened UCF campus "loose
the old scene-maker, "He women," "horny fraternity
was like a Zen monk. He was boys." "hippie freaks" and
like a great lover without the "Homo-Sexuals" with his
sexual relationship." Oh sinless brand of wisdom,
puh-leez.
which included such truisms
as, "[a man] who'll put a cigaa-Stlnglet
rette in his mouth will put
The King of Pain has been anything in his mouth,"
aptly cast in the role of "God has a master race" and
Hamlet in Tom Stoppard's "Martin Luther King was a
upcoming fihn version of communist." This guy
Rosencrantz & Gulldenst.em should open up for Sam KiniAre Dead.
son.

ALBUM FROM PAGE 2
songs.
Her music is not the type
that can be termed bubblegum. dance pop. The combination of African and Western music styles makes for
original dance music, and
Toni uses this quality as
much as possible.
The writing and produc-

We'll tell you in a second. First, you should know
that we're opening another new restaurant in Orlando.
And we are hiring full- and part-time positions in all
areas.
To get your application in while jobs are still
available, apply in person from 8:00am-6:00pm Monday
through Saturday (Intetviewing will start Monday, January
30th) at the Sheraton Orlando Airport Hotel, 3835 McCoy
Road, Orlando, FL. EOE.

tion on the album were done
with care and sincerity. enhancing the overall quality of
the album.
Toni's second album is
already in the works. and
this time the influence is
Indonesian. If her next record is anything like her debut, Toni should be getting
the wider attention and acceptance she deserves.

4, Confetti, January 26, 1989
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WEDNESDAY
KNIGHT DANCING
9pmto1am
NEw Music

FoRMAT

SAC

PRESENT:
I

FRIDAY

SUNDAY

WHY THE
WEST WAS WILD.

Miss UCF
LIVE!

YOUNG GUNS

7PM
TONIGHT

8PM

Blue Iguana

MONDAY

Alove story for the SOS.

TUESDAY
·A Knight Of Comedy!
8PM&10PM

Remember Amnesty
International
Speaker Jack Healey
Monday, Jan. 30, 8pm

O
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PM ~ 'fii.'' ..
~

~~ ~

Student Center Auditorium

ALL PROGRAMS ARE
FREE WITH A UCF
SIUDENT ID CARD.

The Popukir Entertainment Committee in conjunction with
·
Bonkerz Comedy Club presents...

A KNIGHT OF COMEDY
As seen on Late Nigh't with
David Letterman,
The Tonigh·t Show, An
Evening at the ·1mprov and 0
other comedy clubs
00 oa
0
00
. around the countryl 00°
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Oa
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Students - Free
Non-students - s3.oo
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Tuesday
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January 31, 1989
.8 p.m. and 10 p.m. '
Stu~ent Activities C0nter ·
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